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protected, the words
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it's late and I'm high
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It's the end of a slow evening. A very slow evening . Not many people are
still holding out, just me and the piano player and a few regulars out at the
tables. Here at the bar, Sheila's in the middle, trying to find somewhere to
spend the night. Either Rob or Danny is gonna get the goods. But it isn't much
of a contest, they've both been there before. I'm fond of Sheila, she's really
a nice girl, got a kid at her mother's, real cute. But I understand the need to
go anywhere that isn't home. Whoever said home was a sanctuary lived alone.
Besides those three, there's Sidney down at my end, not drinking a goddamned
thing. He's been sitting, real quiet, since about ten o'clock. I'm worried
about him, a little. But I'm not the pushy type.
Sid's been seeing this woman, and she's in the middle of a divorce, and
maybe it's not goin so good . I think he's more into her than she is him, which
isn't like Sid. He's usually so casual, so above all the girls I've ever seen
him with . There have been one or two who looked like they might stick around,
but he always manages to blow them off.
The only serious girl he ever had just had a baby, too . Somebody else's.
So maybe he's got things to think about. I slide him a coffee, cream, no sugar .
On the house.
Last call . Go on Danny, get her outta here, go home . Windy, the piano
player, is emptying out her tip jar next to her Jack and Coke. Been a slow
night for everybody. Sid still hasn't moved . I'm still not pushing .
Night, Windy, be careful . Woman can't walk down the street anymore, all
kinds of crazies out there . Night.

Sid's still sitting . I'm doing dishes. It's just us. I'm looking at him .
Waiting.
There's a long silence . I wonder if we're just gonna sit all night. Part
of me hopes so . Glasses are clinking. Sid's breathing. I hope he's really OK,
that this isn't going to be one of those endless therapy sessions that being
alone with a bartender always seems to bring on . At least he's sober.
Liz, he says, you ever get really tense about things?
So,

it is going to be one of those. Here we go.

Sure, I say, put ing pitchers on the
Sure I do. I work here, don't I?

op shelf to dry.

I look back at him over my shoulder, and I swear he's gonna cry. I hate
it when big men cry. My older brother, when he was welve, his dog died. I
couldn't stand to look at him for a week .
I gotta show you something. I gotta tell somebody, he says, sounding four
years old .

wave in faint, hypnotic way . I ' m all caught up in watchin it, and he's going
for his top button. I'm thinking , Oh my god , this man is gonna take his clothes
off in my bar .
Not that that would be a first .
Sid's not looking at me anymore . Just at the floor. The bar is closing
time dark, and I wonder what he wants me to see. The light with the fan is be 
hind him . He pulls his shirttails out of his old black jeans and undoes the last
button , and the whole thing blows forward li ke some big white sail. I ' m looking
at the shirt and he says, Look at me .
There's no chest , there ' s no stomach . I ' m staring at all of this piano
wire, strung up and down inside of him. They trail silver mostly , but I can see
tarnish. Behind them, in the soft light , I think I see the reflection of wood ,
red, like cherry or cedar . But, I think, they don ' t make pianos out of cedar . I
almost laugh out loud . This one is made out of a man , so what the he l l do I
know?
Have you always been like this , I ask him .
Yeah , he says , but I used to be able to hide it better , to forget I had
all this inside . Lately , it hasn ' t been so easy .
No wonder he ' s so thin .
Before I know that it ' s out of my mouth , I say , how do you ....
Have sex? His mouth pulls itself into a grin too tight to show his
dimples . With my shirt on , or in the dark with her hands tied , so she can ' t
touch me. I ' ve never gotten a blow job , because I can't have anybody ' s f ace t h a t
close to these .
He goes to unbutton his jeans , and I t h ink I must be gett ing numb. I'm no t
afraid of what else he may have in there .
Right above the waist band of his fading boxers , there are two f ul l rows
of tuning pegs . They keep catching the slow light , and I think they ' re bra s s . I
can smell him , sweating , shaking. I idly wonder if he ever rusts, and
immediately feel awful .
This is where everybody gets to me , he says , and I know he ' s eat ing hi s
tears , doing anything not to cry . They get i n here , and they twis t and twi s t .
It ' s where my parents and my sister and all those women , it ' s wher e t h ey h u r t
me . I ' m so tight , I ' m so out of tune and they just keep on turning .
Now I ' m gonna cry .

Sidney ... I try . Oh hell , who am I kidding? I haven ' t go t the f irst
notion what to say .
That's OK , though ,

like

Sure, baby, I tell him. I'm not sure what he needs, and I'm not sure I
he direction this is going, but I'm here, so I'm suck.

Sidney slides off the bar stool and his feet fall to the floor much
1
heavier than they should be, in heir wing ip Creepers, so hip and retro . He's
a tall man , with shiny black hair, like the 1940's movies ar he should have
been. More James Dean than James Bond , he shuffles a few eet away from the bar
a nd s a nd s there, hunched and brooding . His white dress shir is hanging off
his shoulders like there ain ' t nothin underneath, and he ceiling fans make it

'cause he ' s sti ll ta l k i ng .

I ' ve tried to pull them out , I ' ve tried to cut them , but they h u r t a nd
I ' m afraid to. He looks down at his insides . They hurt .
I think I want to touch him. Maybe not .
He ' s still talking .
But I don ' t know what I ' d be like , without my strings . Hi s vo i ce is
cracking , straining to stay under control . What if they 're the only thing

I look up into his eyes, so high above me. They're tight and wet, but his
face is dry. It's as if he knows I can't take ;t,
see;ng
h;m
·
~
~
~
cry. He,s trying
to
be brave. To be strong. I can see my pity isn't the answer.

holding me together? His face is less twisted now, calmer. But nothing's
gone away.
Sid, I say, baby, maybe it would do you some good to fall apart.

'

The bar is so quiet, only the never-ending whoosh-whoosh of the fans. I'm
starting to get cold, and I wonder about him. He's the most naked man I've ever
seen, and that's saying something. Sid shifts from one foot to t~e other. He_looks
twelve when he does that. Just like when he rubs his eyes with his crooked middle
finger. I had dinner with him and some people one night, and he me told a~ the end
of the wine bottle how he broke it. Punched a wall when he was fourteen, instead
of punching his sister. He told me at the time he had always been tightly wound.
Ha! ha.
The digital clock up on the register, compliments of Budweiser, is glowing
red 4:17. We spend a lot of time saying nothing. Deep breaths. Rehearse it in my
head so it doesn't come out stupid.
Is there anything I can do?

I run, across the room, to the big, black upright piano next to the
backdoor. Headlights from the street sweeper blind me for a moment, and throw my
shadow back in Sid's direction. I open the piano bench and plunge my hand into
the gaping darkness, wishing he had chosen some time when the lights were on to
pull this. But here.I am, and, oh man, am I stuck .
But I'm excited.

It's cold in my hand, and bigger than it looks when Windy uses it. Heavy,
like a tire-iron, after the night I've had. Sid is still leaned up against the
bar.

Liz. God, he's so quiet. Liz, are you my friend?

Trust me? I stop moving for just an instant.

I can deal with this. I'm back in my element. Sure, Sid. You
know that.

Yeah, he whispers.

I a freak?

Now isn't that just the damnedest thing to ask somebody? Looking at those
pegs, I don't have an answer.
Of course not, Sid. I'm smiling, so help me.

I'm not cold any more. I'm down on my knees, in front of him. I can hear him
~reathing, fast and labored. I reach for the first string and pluck it with my
index finger. It sounds sour and painful, and he winces. My hands are shaking, my
head, my body, my eyes are shaking. I concentrate very hard to make sure that the
Peg I'm going for is attached to the string I sounded.
The tuning tool slides onto the first peg. He sighs, and some of the heat
~issipates just by the steel being so much cooler than the brass. Not being liv
ing and all.

Sid smiles back. You're lying, but I guess I appreciate the
effort.
I'm gonna touch him. I am.

I can't look up at him. I have to just do this.

I do.
His breath
feel him vibrate
so still, like a
wait. He doesn't
me have. I don't

I push him back, gently back, between stools, until his elbows bump the bar
and he has to grab on to me to keep his balance. He can see the wild look in my
eyes, but he's letting me run with it. He started this, after all. I guess he
must have been prepared for anything, to finally show somebody.

I know what to do.

He's staring at me. It came out stupid after all. Shit.

Am

Windy. Windy has a key.

I turn to the left, one and a half rotations. I pluck the string again.
Better. But not right. I turn the peg again. Sid moans.
comes out all at once and drowns the fans for just a minute. I can
under the tips of my numbing fingers. I look up at him, standing
strange cat that lets you pet her but could run any second. I
run. His wide brown eyes are glossy with more tears he won't let
blame him.

Finally, after six full turns, it sings gently and in key.
I spend the rest of the that pre-dawn hour on my knees in front of him,
turning and sounding, twisting and plucking . I silently thank my obnoxious father

I never realized how thick piano wire was. And it's so warm in there,
I guess I'm surprised. I don't know what I expected. Not this.
I run one finger, my middle one, down the string to his pegs. It sings
slightly as I go. I keep checking his face, to make sure I'm welcome. So far,
good.

I still can't look at him.

so

The pegs feel like a hot water pipe, I can sense the heat before I even get
there. I lay my finger directly on one. It's warm, but it doesn't hum like I
thought it would. And under them, he's soft. very soft. I'm not sure whether
to hold him or blow him. Whichever would do him the most good, I suppose. I
just want him to relax. Of course, I try not to blow people out of pity. Bad
for a friendship. Not to mention self-respect, mine and his.

for his gift of perfect pitch. I turn his middle C too far to the left,
and his legs buckle. I tighten it up, and everything is all right again.

Two Poets on a Bus

Next string.

'

Something falls on the top of my head, cooling fast under the fans.
I have to look up.
Another one hits me, getting lost in my hair.
I look up,

in time to feel the first tear that touches my skin slide

one wears big boots
and a long coat,
the other a funny beard

down my upturned cheek.
Sid is crying.
And it doesn't bother me.
Dawn. Or rather the blue light just afterwards. Sid's truck is
idling in front of my second floor walk-up on the Lower East Side.
Getting out, I say, see ya', kiddo.
Bye Liz .
Bye .
Tonight definitely could have gone another way. I'm glad it didn't .

"yeah, I've been
trying to get
that Minimalist thing down"
(discussing their readings)
"last time,
there were only
a few people there"

Watching him pull away, standing on my stoop, I'm thinking, it's
good to know we're bothdeeper than that .
It's good to know we ' re friends.

"I was a
featured reader
once"
flipping through
a notebook"that one poem there
'
is
as close as I get
to Minimalism"
we have here
two poets on a bus,
dressed in black

---

1999
to Mumia Abu - Jamal

slaveship America your mutiny held back with a radium pin- electrocution circuits the
amphibious arms merchant.
up from the subterranean caverns of prehistoric water.
The History Of America is written in pig's blood. Human hair entangles the story.
George Washington salutes the dollar sinking into the shit holes of time. Meltdown of the
chrome plated people, lead encased pellets, uranium bullets, the steamy earth rumbles
volcanic stones thrown into the face of Pele's fury.
cracked visage of light.
America, your torn down houses have festered long enough! Fog takes the shapes of
my ancestors massacred in the purplish night flowers - henbane, belladonna, oleander. If
nectar is poison I curse you with oleander spears daubed in the earwax of Betsy Ross's
vaginal membrane. 666 emblazons a bust of Helen. Her veiled appearance on all the
warships heading for conquest makes clear your Empire is destined to burnt out plutonic
nightmare.

S.F .
November 1998
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Waiting at the Center Bar in Union Station

waiting at the Center bar
in Union ·Station
for Elaine
there is no waiting
there is only being
waiting for the touch of grace
for the inward rumble
of intrain inspiration
there can be no doubt
there is only waiting ,
a long stream of inlooking,
witness to the fall ,
standing by the path of light,
who asks the question .
Waiting is what we are,
there is no movement
'
the air is still ,
the wait is what we are,
it ' s where we are .

~

~Monologue for Frida Kahlo

'

I lost my virginity on the corner
of Cuahutemozin and Calzada de Tlapan
Before I saw light there was blazing pain
in my midsection
My hair was all that was all that was not disembodie(
My heart, my youth,
my wholeness; the accident took them all away .
Like a rapist
the accident, not your eyes
took my virginity
The bus' handrail gouged my hip,
strangled my pelvis and
punctured my abdomen. It
came out through my vagina with
magenta blood reflecting yellow sun
That accident
caused me to paint babies
I could not carry full term, organs
lost in the street, miscarriages
and self-portraits that keep me company when you arE
I miss you, please come home
You know I
cannot come there with you
to America ...
Soy la hermana de Mexico y la Raza!
I would be miserable
Come home
nurture me
plant me
water me
My yellow fear will diminish .
I painted a picture last evening;;
a red shawl hugs my shoulders .
I chose red for the people .
My shoes are tiny and green .
My dress, long, your favorite style;
the kind I wore when
the dreadful accident happened
La Baillarina! La Baillarina!

The pedestrians screamed, but I was no dancer.
That accident
caused me to paint my life in coffins and shadows.
In the painting
I am uthe color of the leaf that goes,u
your head is tilted like a baby. You are my baby.
Andre Benton visited me last week.
He liked my work, but called me
a Surrealist . uHow absurd!
I have never painted my dreams, I paint my own realities!u
The bus accident is my reality.
I had both, a dream and
a nightmare too.
The dream? You painting a mural
across the Southern Hemisphere of earth
I was with child.
The nightmare? It was about the balero
I lost in the accident; a symbol for
the child who keeps leaving my womb.
All of my friends are youthful
they have babies. I need children.
Old age came with the accident.
I am dying. Come home for me, Diego!

The Farmers of Good Dirt
There are seven pillars of wisdom in this world
and we can't own them all.

'

The Harvard Biologist, for example,
on the radio this morning
said should human kind become extinct
the loss to Life Ibself would be rather slim
a limited number of species at risk:
ourselves, and the mites
that burrow in our foreheads.
Whereas ants ...
ants are the tillers of soil, the garbage men;
the end of ants might be the end of everything.
The radio announcer asked the man if he killed ants in his kitchen
said he gives them bowls of cream .
Good luck, Mr. Ant .
Good luck, Mr. Harvard Biologist.
I think I know how this story ends:
at high noon in Tennessee, you don't have to see a bird
to see the shadow of that bird
gliding like a cool hand on the hills.
Think of what you see everyday without seeing
on the back of your eyelids, in your irises,
in your mouth's cavity and your armpit,
in the eye of the fly in the eye of your soup.
Think of the astronaut who sheds his silver suit
and climbs, naked, from the rib of his ship:
himself, an object in orbit
and nothing-I mean it, nothing-for miles.
There are places for people like that.
There are wells on the side of the universe

where no lips should drink. Teeth
turn to water, and the flesh-pulp of checks
turn to water, the throat, the sinuses, onward
until being water is all being; wanting water
all wanting. I've seen spots right here in Shawsville
so thick with growth and shine
it makes me wonder
my feet don't come out green.
That's one idea of heaven- we're all strutting around
with stars on our bellies and artichoke skin
and the mouse will shit and bathe
in the dog's water dish
and the bees will gnaw and batter
the inside plaster off the walls
and the porch light will call forth
all the moths of this world
and where you are is air
and where you were is air
and the house does not dream
of being any other house
and we're all in the kitchen,
moths in our hair,
gulping ant juice
from tall silver cups.

'

~

~ T h i s Obsession with Meat and Electricity
This need to get high and wound
This fixation with speed, information, prize at the rope's end
This craving to get there before we arrive , profit
from the child hiding in a backroom of unpressed collars

PELICAN SLEEPS

This longing for perfect navel , paid-for guru, ultrasound
compromise, drive-through baptism, democracy in clever garb
Deaf to the meat wheel
Singing its death-penalties, silcon jingles
While the parental horror show laughs
with a scissors between their children ' s toes .

His sleep is sound,
under the vidor bidden wavelengths
of mercurial
tirnlessness at sea.

These dressed-alikes cloned by the Age of Reason
Hitler, Pol Pot inside test tubes of corporate litigation

Before, after, during the endurance contest,
I saw a pelican fall off
his post into the
quiet sea.

This business of assassination , holy wars
of gasoline and diet-figure technologies
Gun-ho to proliferate, squander , market
a perfect afterlife
This need needs to go
The weapons are now in how many hands?
A cross for every truth that battles the exaggeration of fact.
Forgive these wordsI only looked for a moment , stood away from the wreck,
let the screaming teeth move by .
The world is beautiful , stars are shining ,
fruit ripening in its bowl .
I only dreamed I heard the crush of bones
I only dreamed I helped you understand .
Comet Hale-Bopp
April 1997
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End Visions
"Rise after rise bow the phantoms behind me,
Afar down I see the huge first Nothing, the vapor from the nostrils of
I know I was even there ... I waited unseen and always,
And slept while God carried me through the lethargic mist,
And took my time .. . and took no hurt from the foetid carbon."
from Walt Whitman, Song of Myself 44:1152-1156

'

I open my eyes to darkness
and peer back through
my self
not self, selves, but One Self
I's revolving
dimensionally dizzied
peripherally expectant
Eye hesitate to focus on
Them

in leagues, scores, drones, or
singularly
stunning, gape-mouthed marching
marblized legs through
trenched-mills lived narrow
not for will
or
not for time
but
to follow
me
Also, they come not
close, but
Always & Perpetually
rods of fine
strings of fine
links of spun tendons
laced with marrow ,
adhesive blood-lining,
through each being upon
Being
back through ages
Aged Millenia connected
and led to-ward me
in this
revolving here
not with a hand but with
a breath, Them I
pull
from this farther
what?
i see chains come
out of the first-

to the others they merge
and like nova, stars they become and
to each I Am Self
and like gods they
enfold single time place gradual
ly, each they enfold single place grad
ually each they enfold single time gra
dually each they become
star
I pull S-1-o-w
ly to me
they nearer show signs affected
signs of effect of my grip
shades of light
ening , fright-ened eyes
search their
when?
so I pull S-1-o-w
ly to me
the star moves on
before hes
itating for
none ,
not embracing , but
all
all all all all all en
folding time after place toward time
toward here until later , and
later and
later and
later
in the final and here
am i Now
darkness?
i ' s, rolling eyes
hesi
tating

to
grasp
nonchalantly i touch my self and
see/ smell/ hear/ taste/ envelop/ digest/ behold/ congest/ develop/ deliver/
extricate/ emulate/ move/ moisten/ smile/ in thought they are
all
all

all
all

all
all

AllThere
AllThere

with/ in/ through be with/ through/ in
me.
be me.
be me . darkness.
becomes .
i.
me.
be .

with

in/ a l l / be

"No. I'm getting this for protection. The only time I would
shoot this, aside from the range, would be to kill. I want the pressure to
blow a muthafucka back. I want this one. •

karma
(excerpt)

Still, it wasn't time. The flashback came of Mr. Robinson's candy
store, where I hesitated before we ran home; where the foyer rapes would
happen .

"That one," shouted Cora.
Her nail, long feminine and slender, tapped against the showcas~
glass. She seemed high; in another dimension. For six years, I had ~aited
for this day. She pulled her bushy hair from her coat collar and t~isted a
rubber band from her wrist around her black coils. Quickly, she slid her
black leather coat from her arms, but Cora's eyes stayed focused on the

"I think we should shop around some more . Let's call Karm , he ' ll
know much more than we do about this," I pleaded.
And he would've- what I would have given for him to be there.
want him present to talk her out of it . I wanted him to be there to
sure she was purchasing something powerful- a piece that would blow
muthafucka's brains out if need be. Karm knew how bad Simon, Cora's
needed this too. I was excited, but nervous because sooner or later,
would be dead if I let her leave that store . She looked at me in
disagreement.

case.
"Hold this," she demanded.
The expression on her face was so intense I wanted to capture it with
a camera. For the first time, I didn't only notice her anger, I sensed
relief in her as well; and that was good. Though I had talked her into this,
all I wanted to do was turn and walk straight out of that store , forget
about all of it for another six years . Cora's emotions caused me to relive
the foyer incident and her eagerness made me nervous. I didn't think she'd
actually take me serious this time; we'd discussed it repeatedly for years.
I had been coaxing her because we owed this to her mother. God bless her
soul. Ultimately, it would be Cora's own index finger that would pull the
trigger for each of us. I tried to manipulate her into waiting without
admitting it.
"Well, I don't know about that . I think you need something
smaller, something that fits more snug in your hand. You should have
control over your piece, not the other way around. Maybe we should look
somewhere else."
Half-way listening, she raised her right eyebrow. The look on her face
was so familiar; the "I'm really about to do this" expression . I glanced
around the case at the gun selection. There were at least ten of them; one
for each rape. I thought about how long we'd been friends and how
drastically this experience would change our lives once again.
As the clerk approached, I noticed his name tag read, "DICK'S
Pawnshop . " 'Dick' was etched in green over a white plastic badge. Maybe this
was a sign. The men who stood in Cora's mother's foyer, six years ago , were
"dicks,• too. Maybe it wasn't a good idea to purchase a gun from this place.
I caught a chill when he placed it in her hand.
Slowly and carefully she fingered its edges and rubbed her pinkie over
the barrel several times. The index finger of her right hand slipped through
the trigger. Like a cop- No, like Angela Davis, she squinted her left eye
and raised the gun to her level. She pointed it toward the rack of Army
coats, wedding dresses and then to the mirror.
Just then, a little white boy walked into the reflection of the
mirror . He stood at her hip: her gun pointing straight ahead, the child's
head tilted upward at her, his wide eyes questioned the gun. She lowered it
abruptly. His mother pulled him away by the elbow of his jacket and gave us
dirty looks; assuming we were criminals and not victims. I had waited long
for this day. I wanted Cora to get that gun as bad as she did.

I didn't
make
a
brother,
someone

Now we both had the customers' and Dick's attention . My heart raced .
The look on her face was cocky and her mind was made.
The store was dark. It had started to rain hard since we'd been the r e .
I don't think she even noticed . She fingered the gun again and hit a few
~ore stances in the mirror; with each of them , her tension escalated . Her
Jaws tightened and I could see her grinding teeth through her skin. My he art
;as beating so fast. I pictured Cora, her mother , Simon and me in the foyer .
nd then I pictured the blood ; everyone's.
"Look, a gun's a gun. They all serve the same purpose. Ka r m is
not going to tell me anything I don't know already . Calling him will on l y
make it difficult. Plus, I don't want to hear Simon's mouth. I want this
one."
She slammed it on the counter and met eyes with Dick . He raised his
head and she motioned for him to come to the showcase. I wanted to make
sure this was the right time .
"Look! "
Pushing her hip from the counter, she crossed her arms , s i ghed ,
rolled her eyes and frowned .

"I thought I was going to be the wimp? Why are you trying to
9 et me to leave without making a purchase? There is no better time . ' No , I
Wouldn't let you wimp out . ' That's what you told me Alicia . Now, what a r e
You doing?"
I

I knew what she was doing . At the restaurant I had psyched her ou t .
Wanted her to get the gun but it frightened me too much to see her so
raced up about it . We still needed a good plan .
"Hey girl, if you're going to buy the gun , then let ' s take
are of it
• . You two are making the customers nervous. Do you want it , or
not?" Dick questioned, frowning.
C

"I think so, how much?"

"Two hundred dol ... "
Oh, hell no! She wasn't going to pay a lifetime for what had already
been done to her, then pay two-hundred to protect herself against another
scenario. We had already paid enough-emotionally and physically. And her
mother, God bless her soul, was gone.
"Okay," said Cora, reaching into her pocket.
"No!" I screamed.
"What do you mean,

'No?'"

"Uh, Dick- You are not getting two hundred dollars for this
gun. "
"Well," he said smiling at her under his hair, "I'll give it
to you for one-eighty."
"oka.

"

Fuck that. She wasn"t paying one-eighty for it either. Not at this
piece of shit trashy pawn shop. Karm could get us something nice for a
_hundred. No, it wouldn't be clean-but it would be top-knotch. I needed him
there, but maybe absence was to his benefit. He had always received
immediate reciprocity for everything he did- good and bad. We always told
him, "karma visits everyone, but it sits within you."
"One-hundred and eighty dollars?"
I knew that was too much. Karm"s advice was no more than one
fifty.
"One-fifty!" I said.
"One seventy-five and don ' t ask me to go down anymore, girl. I
have a business to upkeep here."
"One-fifty, dick. Your business is not my problem!"
"Look girl, I took twenty-five off, what are you expecting?"
•To pay one-fifty. And if we can't, we"re leaving!"
"Hell no, you people always try to twinkle your new little
powers around here like this is some fuckin' street-corner marketplace. I
got electric, phone, family, bills- just like everyone else. Don't try to
come in here and rob me. If you don't want to pay the price, then get
the ... "
•Excuse me Alicia, but who"s buying? I b lieve I can handle the
rest of this transaction. Now, I'm not leaving here until it's done. You a~e
free to gos and outside," Cora directed, as I had six years ago in Mr.
Robinson's store.

She still hadn"t noticed it was raining. It was pounding on the roof
and against the windows, just like the day in the foyer. It was like she was
channeling that Thursday evening all over again.
"One-seventy-five and no lower, girls ."
"Fine. Okay. Do you have bullets, too?" Cora asked .
Two men passed us. One was wearing a gray wool hat and an old beat up
coat. His friend was even shabbier. They smelled like mildew. All around me
reminded me of those meetings we had every afternoon. That room reeked of
mildew. The man in the gray hat stared at me as if I was causing too much
commotion. He looked down at the gun and then at her, and tapped his partner
on the shoulder. He nodded.
She was still fingering the gun, playing with it, placing it in the
small of her back, on her side, trying to fit it in as many pockets as she
could . When she discovered that she'd become the center of attention she
Placed it back on the shelf. The mother and her son stood back against the
Wall, her hand over her son's shoulder. His eyes were so wide. Unlike
Dejuan, he probably hadn't experienced violence. It pleased me that in per
son ' in
· 1968, at ten years old, he saw two black women purchasing a gun.
He~a stared at himself- a part of that image in the mirror; a Black woman
Pointing a gun, him standing between her legs.
Dick cleared his throat. I gave him the look.
"Sure in the back. Since your little friend here thinks I'm
robb'ing you for one-seventy-five,
'
I'll throw in the bullets for free. Stay
Put ' I' 11 b e right
.
back."
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Road Kill (A Love Story)

~~

~

. She thought it was nice the first time he did it.
Kina of disgusting, but sweet. He wasn't one of those mod
sensitive guys really, but he had a soft spot for
animals. He couldn't seem to stand it when people didn't
show them any respect.
There had been a lot of traffic on that two-lane
roaa , and she had thought she would be embarrassed. But
~he had actually been kind of proud to be with him. Proud
fecause he wasn't embarrassed. He was just doing what he
elt should've already been done.
.
The road kill was still recognizable-a cat. It was
Ju st on the inside of the yellow line in the lane they
~ere travelling. In order to straddle the cat and miss
~~, the man had to swerve toward the oncoming traffic a
ittle bit.
i
"Shit," he said. "Stupid motherfuckers." He pulled
nto the first driveway on their right, just past the
cat · "I'l 1 be right back" he muttered. He turned the
en .
'
t gine off and walked to the back of the car, popping the
runk .
watched him walk back along the shoulder,
Carr She
·
it dYing a blanket. It was an old, fuzzy green one, and
b h'ragged along the asphalt as he walked down the road
e ina
faii· the car. Once, he stepped on the blanket, almost
moving. He was a big, deliberate man, slow, but every
natement seemed precise-even the slight stumble looked
appural. He was never in a hurry, or at least didn't
ar ear to be. He was fond of saying "The world revolves
ouna t.
,
.
face
_ime and money, and people's heads are Just watch
8 with big dollar signs in the middle of them."
ther:e Was scanning traffic as he moved along, and when
to th Was a small break, he walked out and squatted next
little c~t. The woman could see his mouth moving a
Bew e bit as he looked down at the rigid bunch of fur.
8 ti1~ 8 st roking it with his fingers as though it were
alive
B
.
Cat e folded the blanket over and laid it on top of th e
' ana
then he peeled the stiff body off the pavement,

folding the blanket underneath it. A couple of drivers
blared their horns at him and then barreled on by. He
ignored them, still slow and deliberate, finished his
business, and carried the cat over to the edge of the
road. He placed it gently on the soft green grass, well
off the road, and then he came back to the car and tossed
the blanket into the trunk.
#There's just no sense,u he said, getting back into
the car. ustupid moth~rfuckers. Show some respect. That
could be some little girl's cat. They're like family to a
lot of folks."
He pulled back onto the road. They talked about other
things after a few moments of strange silence. She
noticed dried tears on his cheeks.
Later, they had a nice dinner at a Mexican
restaurant. She didn't mention the incident and neither
did he, though several times she noticed him just moving
his food around on his plate, staring at nothing, and she
had to bite her lip to keep from bringing it up.
And during the next two years it happened a few other
times-he stopped to move animals to the side of the road.
Still, they never talked about it. She just tried to
accept it as a part of him, and when she saw the pain
etched on his face each time he did it, when she saw hirn
whispering something to each lifeless animal, she thought
in some weird way she understood.
He was a nice guy, treated her well, made her laugh,
and one day in early winter, after three years of dating
and a recent engagement, it happened.
It was Friday, and they were driving through a series
of hills and valleys not far from where they had moved
into an apartment together in southern Ohio. It was a
road they'd been on many, many times. She figured he
could drive it with his eyes closed, feeling every rise
and fall, flowing with every curve and bend.
One particular curve wrapped tightly around a hill
that had a tree growing almost vertically out its side,
like a knotted and gnarled hand reaching futilely for
cars. The man slid the car smoothly around the bend,
flurries plinking the windshield and melting just as

quickly as they hit. At the end of the curve, the man had
to jerk the wheel sharp to his left in order to miss a
~a~gled.black dog, huge with glossed over eyes; it was
Ying right next to the center line, and the man
st raddled it with the wheels, the bottom of the car
grazing it, a soft but sickening scratch on the car's
Underbelly.
He swore. And as expected, he pulled off the side of
th e road, just past the bend, got out of the car and
Walk ed around to the trunk. The woman watched in ' the
·
krea.rview
mirror as he walked toward the dog, shaking his
w~~t-capped head back and forth. He knelt, as usual, and
a ~~Pered something to or for the dog. He seemed to take
c it longer than he usually had before, and the woman
t~Ught herself wondering, not for the first time, if
r ere hadn't been a pet in his childhood, run over in the
road and left there until it was flattened beyond
ecognition.
bl She was still watching him (now he was folding the
Ju:nket over the dog) and thinking that she would finally
t break down and ask him why he always did.
The pickup came around the bend fast.
it She screamed out to him in the rearview mirror, but
rec;as too late. She watched it happen in that small,
squ·angular mirror, a tiny movie screen that she had to
int into, showing a morbid movie she couldn't stop.
ris· Be had hefted the dog into his arms and was just
Was~?g from his squat, when the truck hit him. There
Chant even a squealing of brakes; the driver had no
Sla~e of seeing him in time. The hood of the truck
aboutei ~quare into his hip, driving him forward for
the b hirty yards or so, before he fell beneath it, and
his hack tire ran over his neck, flattening it so that
T~ad was almost dismembered from his body.
loose e dog was on top of him; the man's grip had not
body ~~don the carcass in the collision. It lay atop his
·
·
· t h.im.
?h1 ke a b estial
lover, spent and resting
agains
~an a e truck finally skidded to a stop a little past the
the s nd th e dog. The woman couldn't wrestle her eyes from
cene .
.
in the rearview mirror. She watched the driver,

a hairy, bearded man, turn and look through the back win
dow of the cab, and then he was gone, gone, gravel
kicking up behind the wheels of his truck, she not even
glancing his way as he drove past. By the time she
snapped out of her daze, he was much too far away for her
to get a plate number or anything. Not that she was even
thinking of it at that point.
Quivering from head to toe, she swung herself out of
the car and forced herself to walk, knees weak, stomach
churning, toward the man and the dog. She moved slowly,
not at all anxious to get to them.
As she did, a Ford Tempo swung around the
curve, skidding and screeching to a halt a mere yard
or so in front of the two bodies the entwined man
and beast.
In the Tempo was an older man, sixty or so, and his
wife. She stared out of the car, wide-eyed, her fingers
digging into the dashboard. The man got out of the car
(he had on a suit-black and appropriate), and he walked
to the dead man in the road, gagging a little as he
knelt. What he saw was a nearly decapitated body
embracing a dead dog. The man pulled out a handkerchief,
wiped his mouth, looked up, and located the woman moving
toward him. He jogged over to her and quickly found out
what had happened. He left his wife there with the badly
shaken woman.
Before he left to get help, he took an old blanket
out of the back seat of his car, covered the man, and
moved him to the side of the road. He was going to leave
the dog near the center line, but the woman, softly, so
soft, with not a hint of craziness in her voice, asked
him to put the dog with the man.
"It wasn't his was it?" the older man asked.
"No," she whispered and didn't offer any more .
So the older man moved the dog over next to the man
and then left. By that time, two other people had stopped
to offer a hand.
The rest of the day was just a series of questions ,
crying, pats on the back, and one-armed hugs. She was
exhausted by the time she got to the apartment a few

minutes before midnight. She had had to call the man's
brother in Iowa, a man she'd never met (his parents were
dead); the body would be sent there.
.
She just sat down in the middle of their apartment
in his simple reclining chair, and stared into the
'
ceiling . She didn't even call her own mother to see if
she would take a flight out of Seattle to come stay with
her for a while.
She just sat in the dark, in the chair, and tried to
keep demented images of road kill out of her head.
And she did the same thing through the next day and
into the night again.
After realizing that sleep was not going to come she
decided to take a drive at 2 a . m., and still none of her
family or friends knew what had happened . They might have
Watched the Saturday evening news . But they rarely gave
out names on the news right away. And she had never
spoken to anyone about the man ' s compassionate acts for
animals. So there was no connection to be made .
She wove her way through the hills and valleys for an
hour or so, hardly aware of the road at all, but st i ll
avoiding the bend where it had all happened .
She thought about fate , about destiny.
And all the while , she tried to tell herself tha t h i s
death was appropriate , that it was somehow the hand of
fate , that in a way, aside from the grotesqueness , his
death was beautiful .
And still she wondered why he had always done it .
When she resigned herself to the fact that she would
Probably never know the answer , she made her way to t h e
bend where it had happened.
Her headlights hit the deep crimson stain on the
road, and she felt her chest tighten up . The wind had
scatterd yellow police tape ; it flitted and twisted in
th e breeze like bizarre party streamers .
She pulled to the side of the road, just past the
~tain , and sat for a moment , looking in the mirror ,
lrnagining that the man and dog were still there .
One car passed .
Twenty minutes later , another.
1

She got out of the car and walked toward the bend,
where she saw the crooked tree, the hand in the side of
the hill, maybe reaching out for her.
She stretched herself out in the middle of the quiet
road, just around the sharp curve, and she offered up
questions to the dark night sky, wondering if the hand
would grab her.
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of Faith
I

Then we were cursed, David Letterman's camera jerks
Taped us in the act. Better than watermelons,
He laughed between a big cigar. He was cursed too .

My guinea pig had super powers.
I was cruel to test them.
To believe the words levitate or cloud
Holds the mind like a loyalist.

Poor rabbit didn't have a chance, and we didn ' t drink
His blood or anything (though I hear that's
The custom in St. Louis) . I'm still waiting
For John Updike to get off his ass

I believed the sky had weight
Only after the impact, the passive protest
Of his living body against cement.

And write a real poem.

He limped into the corner of the building
Perhaps thinking he had been punished.
I would be punished.
His eyes dazed registered a shock like prayer.
He stayed alive for two days,
Refusing to eat out of anyone's hands but mine.
I thought the word heal
But couldn't believe anymore.
It is life that has weight, not words .
That's why I fall to my knees
Pray to the Muse
In every spider's web.

II

My rabbit gave me dark powers.
His severed paw angry
Like a shoe stuffed into a hat box
With an eye of clay.
My brother believed the sky would cave in
When rabbit didn't make that simple hop
From one three story window to the next .
I broke the Geneva Convention
With animal bombs; slammed my tricycle
Into a ditch on the ride home. My bruised

Knee a testament to animal rights .

~
oO

Let's Arm The Children

(_)

Let's arm the children!
let's teach them about
bloodshed and violence,
let's play video games
that put the gun
into tpeir small, impressionable hands
and help them pull the trigger,
let's teach them that it's
fun, acceptable, and entertaining.
Let's put them on the Internet where
they can learn and print out
clever ways to make bombs with household products,
for Halloween,
let's dress them up as gang members with guns
instead of Batman with a cape,
let's buy them CDs
where they can sing and harmonize
along to themes of rape, robbery, and murder.
Let's give them new and clever ideas
about who and how to hate.
Let's arm the children!
Then let's turn away
when they express violent tendencies,
make bombs in the garage,
call Hitler their friend,
use racial slurs instead of names,
and create websites that
express desires to kill.
Let's arm the children!
So that one day,
they will strap themselves with dynamite,
buy weapons,
create small arsenals,
and march right into school,
under our noses
and KILL
your child and mine!
Let's arm the children!
and wonder
where they went wrong.

Ad Mind
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

doesn't
doesn't
doesn't
doesn't
doesn't

Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

get
get
get
get
get

Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush

your
your
your
your
your
your

The
The
The
The
The
The

mad,
mad,
mad,
mad,
mad,

like the crazy new wave in Swiss watches.
like, Kills bugs dead.
like tastes so good cats ask for it by name.
like it even wipes out pimples you don't have.
like millions of Unusual Small Creatures Lurking Everywhere.

get
get
get
get
get

teeth
teeth
teeth
teeth
teeth
teeth

heartbeat
heartbeat
heartbeat
heartbeat
heartbeat
heartbeat

of
of
of
of
of
of

America's Favorite Snack Cakes.
it even wipes out pimples you don't have.
may the force be with you.
the best thing that ever happened to a kid's lunch box.
the Ultimate power presentation tool.

with
with
with
with
with
with

Old fashioned hamburgers.
Feel like 19 again.
the Boy Scout's magazine.
for a limited time 9. 99.
Classic rock like you've never heard it.
Crunchy little donuts with a great big taste.

America,
America,
America,
America,
America,
America,

the winner and still champion.
it's got the bigger bounce you're after.
Makes its own gravy.
snap, crackle and pop.
winner by TKO.
we're big for a lot of little reasons.

Turnabout
My grandmama has more lines on her palms than she was born
with. When I asked her about them, their crisscross pattern traced
in wheat flour, she said, "Baby, some lines tell your future, these
here lines tell my past."

come away from this island, our island

She said it was everywhere. They showed it on the TV and talked
about it on the Highway and the news airwaves. "They was hatin' the
very things they came from; the very things they was tryin' to climb
back up into." It deformed them, some of them were bent over, backs
and necks in a permanent downward curve.

*
it ends with bangs

&

*

*

whimpers. it slouches.

young men slide sharp pencils in fresh cocktips:
innocent poems wordspatter on page
meet me where the purple is black swallowed
--every pair of pants holds a grocery list
these midnight orgasms contain a yawn--St. Magdalene's statue mold is cracking.
maybe that bear don't wood shit after all
Little Suzie's standing in the comer,
Little Jimmy stares at plaid pleated ass;
Ms. Teacher dry swallows cyanide chalk.
. 8 second to realize you don't love--
wipe it up. no one knows the difference.
Remember: we had a choice. we chose this.

She was the one who told me about the time before. I used to
sit, my arms pressed against the insides of her legs while she
braided my hair. It was the deformities I remembered most; my imagi
nation sloping downward like their backs and necks, their shoulders
and hands covered with hair. She would paint their portraits for me
with her words; their faces blurred in the shadow of her loss. Their
names were Brother, Husband, Lover. Sometimes they all seemed to be
the same person.
There were no such things as States. The last ones died out
while I was still a baby. I guess they still existed in a way, but
no one acknowledged them any longer. Mama still talked about them
every now and then. "Force of habit," she'd say, explaining some
Place she had visited before I was born, or where her parents had
come from. She had an old yellowed map of what it used to look like
tucked away in a box. I used to sit in the same room with her when
she pulled it out from time to time, acting like I wasn't looking to
keep her from getting self-conscious and putting it away. Grandmama
didn't like her to talk about the way things used to be around me .
("What good will it do her?") So, Mama rarely talked about it around
me, nor pulled out old relics for me to gaze at with her.
I would sit, real quiet on the floor or the bed and take quick
sidelong glances making sure my hands were busy doing something
else. Switching channels on the telly, turning the pages of a book,
buttoning the dress of one of my dolls. The paper was alive with
color, mostly blue and pink. There were lines running everywhere,
so many that it was hard to believe people could follow just one.
When Mama wasn't home, I would sneak into her room and pull
that piece of paper out. Several small words were sprinkled on the
Color. California. Texas. Illinois. Ohio. I didn't know what any of
them meant. One time I asked Gram where was California, and her
eyes made a study of my face.
"Where you hear that from? California."
"Heard somebody say it outside," I lied.
"Hmph," she said, and didn't say nothing else for a long

while.

"Used to be a State."

"What's a State?" I said without
looking back.
"It's division. From the time before you were born."
When Grandmama said "division" it meant something Men made,
something we got rid of when they were gone.
I tried to see their faces through her shadow.

*

*

*

The Councils voted about the States. It was a unanimous
decision that their boundaries served no purpose but to encourage
separatism and ownership - ideas non-conducive to the creation of
a New World. But even Grandmama, as much as she hated Mama to,
still used the words every now and then when she was trying to
fix on someone's location in her mind, though the words
themselves were obsolete. The archives of the Intralibraries were
filled with old maps, but none were quite as interesting as the
one Mama had hidden in her box.
I read on the Highway about a group who were developing a
new field of study, one that involved using old maps and basic
foundations of geology to reach a more holistic understanding of
our bodies. "That," the spokeswomyn typed, "would be a large step
toward making obsolete information relevant and contemporary.
There is a connection between the Womyn we call Nature and the
Womyn of the world."
I sat in my room for a long time after that thinking about
the lines on Mama's map, and the ones on Grandmama ' s hands.
In school, I studied the sciences , mathemat i cs , languages ,
Herstory, Intro to Spiritualism and textiles. My best friend,
Seana, and I were reprimanded repeatedly for too much
fraternization and not enough concentration on our lessons . She
would come over to my house after school and we would giggle and
whisper about things we weren't supposed to know.
"Taylor's gonna marry Sidney."
"Is not."
"Uh-huh," Seana smiled and lowered her voice. "And they're
gonna make babies the old way."
"Yuck. They are not."
She nodded, eyebrows raised, smile widening at my disgust.
"Mama said. She was talking to Miss Susan; I was standing in the
kitchen."

*

*

*

The only males that were still around were the ones that
were little when the Turnabout came. They were small, it was de-

cided, and innocent, so they were quarantined and their lives
s~ar~d. Mothers protected their sons with animal-like ferocity,
vie~ing them as their last connection with the past. They monitored
their heath and development, separating them from the older men
checking their faces, necks, mouths and backs for any tell-tale'
signs of contamination. "They had not yet been poisoned,, Mama
said. So they stayed to grow up with us. There were spe~ial schools
for them, _separate from us, because it was decided that they
learned different and processed information in strange ways. The
learned the same information we did, but with different teachingy
approaches. Mingling among the genders was permitted only with su
pervision, and marriages, rare as they were, were arranged by fami
lies.

*

*

*

"Sometimes I miss them." The teacup clinked against the sau
cer. Mama's arm stretched to hand it to someone who I couldn't see
from where I was standing.
"I don't know why."
"They wasn't all bad, Raychel, and you know it. Before the
virus there was some nice things about them."
"Yeah, before the beatings started, before the words first
became daggers in your heart and then slipped into unintelligible
grunts; . before they began looking like those pictures of those
Neanderthal men we studied about in Human Ev, I guess they wasn't
all bad. Too bad I can't really remember the time when they
wasn't."
Mama's laugh leaped around the corner at me. I jumped.
"They gave us babies."
"Naw. They ain ' t gave us nothin ' but a whole lot ta heart
ache, and I can ' t even believe an educated womyn like you would
even make such a ridiculous statement. Look at the Marys, and then
tell me Men gave us babies. Babies are a creation of the Goddess,
not Man, and besides, who knows how many womyn were making them
babies by themselves before the Men even got sick?"
Mama was quiet. "Yeah, maybe. But I can still remember some
good stuff."
Miss Raychel put her teacup down. "Like what?"
"Like the way they smelled."

"The worst bruises," Grandmama said, her fingers weaving patterns
into my hair, "was the ones they left on your soul."

*

*

*

I never saw a Man except for in pictures. We didn't consider
the boys in the neighborhood Men, and most people didn't call them
Men. They called them Changelings because they survived the changes
that took place after the Turnabout. They were different. In the

pictures I always saw of Men, they stood over us, fists raised,
faces trapped in rage, teeth bared, eyes narrowed. There was
always blood. It was never his.
I learned while Surfing that somewhere there were still Men
who had not been contaminated. The ones who survived were exiled
out of fear of contamination and violence. At school they taught
us caution, but not fear. Fear, they said, was an emotion
conjured up by Men. It was a tactic used since the beginning of
time to maintain control and stifle development, to keep us in
"our place."
Grandmama said those words once and they were as thick as
molasses and profane. Something dirty that I was not supposed to
hear. I didn't understand how those two words could sound like a
curse, and when I told her that she said, "And that's the way we
want to keep it."

*

*

*

The Herstory lesson was called "From Amelia Earhart to Mae
Jemison to Caitlin Angel." They flew. The teacher said, "These
womyn are important. They challenged traditional beliefs Before
the Turnabout which would have kept them in 'their place.' They
are to be admired because they rose during a time when they
weren't supposed to, and questioned where Men believed their
places should be."
"Now," she concluded, "our places are exactly where we want
them to be."

*

*

*

After school, Seana stood, arms outstretched and suspended
in air, head turned up. She looked like a picture that I would
see later in my Intro to Spirituality textbook.
"I wanna learn how to fly," she said to the clouds.
"How do you think the Marys do it?"
"Like Amelia Earhart."
"Do you think they really get pregnant by themselves?"
She lowered her head and looked at me. "They got babies,
don't they?"
"Yeah, but
well, Mama said to Miss Raychel that maybe
them womyn got some uncontaminated Men somewhere."
She closed her eyes and raised her head to resume her cloud
kiss. "Ain't no such thing."

*

*

*

There are lots of disagreements among us. Grand.mama said
that lots of womyn thought that being without Men would be some
sort of utopia; that without them our lives would be so much

more harmonious and peaceful.
"I don't know how they thought that," Mama chimed ·
"With everybody bleeding every 28 days."
in.
"Shush, girl. That ain't got nothin' to
do with nothin' ."
"The hell it don't," Mama mumbled.

*

*

*

. In t~e beginning of the Turnabout they found many Womyn's
bodies lying alongside the Men. They thought the disease had
begun to effect the Womyn too, but later they discovered that
t~ey a~tually killed themselves. Lots of Womyn couldn't live
life without Men. I didn't understand that since I lived with
Grandmama's Men and they didn't seem like too much to miss.
.
On the Intraconference they debated whether children growing up
without Men caused delayed dysfunction, dernagoging and mythologizing
due to absenteeism.

*

*

*

Some Men were killed by wornyn, others by other Men. Most died
~ram a virus called Eve-Seven named, among other things, for the way
it caused abnormally heightened testosterone levels in Men sending
them over the edge of humanity and transforming them into violent
monstrosities.
In the last days of the Turnabout, some men wrote that Eve-Seven
Was a virus created by Womyn to destroy Men, but that theory was
c~mpletely discredited by what little was left of their minds by that
time.
The lines on my Grandrnama's palms came from the double-edged
razor she used to slit her Husband's throat. For attempting to nurse
him back to health after he contracted Eve Seven, he sent her on a
vacation to the emergency room with third-degree burns, a concussion
and severe bite marks along her neck and shoulders. Before then, his
name was Gentle Man.
There were some things she could not recover from.
One of the last days I pulled Marna's map out of the box, a
Picture fell out face down. It was an old paper snapshot with the word
•Kodak• printed diagonally along the back in small gray letters. I
turned it over to see a Man. He was standing in the middle of
the picture; his hands were in the pockets of his forest green
Pants. His shirt was white and short-sleeved, his skin was brown
like mine. He had short black curly hair and almond-shaped eyes.
He was smiling.
There was a word my Mama and Grand.mama never said, but I
read it on the Highway. I never went to look at the lines on the
map again. Now I think about the ones that ran from the sides of
his nostrils to the corners of his smile, and wonder what kind
of bruises he left on my mama's soul.

..
••

Untitled

We hang upside down like bats
lined up in a barn.
The blood rushes from our feet
to our heads, but
we can't keep them on.
Off they go;
the tiny wings,

flapping.

We are not what we thought.
We are small breaths
smacking against mountains,
crashing into trees,
trying to get out.
There is nothing much here anymore :
flat stones for skipping ,
crumbled leaves .
We can't see any of it ,
and it is so cold .
So cold.
We shiver in our sleep .

•

•

•

ROE ROE ROE YOUR BOAT
And John Wayne Gacy is Dead in Wapakoneta, Ohio
Five of us that May, stuck 'in a car
stuck in Ohio, driving through Tuesday,
riding 224, our smoking mouths telling stories.
And under that Chicago home feculent soil
continues to fester with deliquescent remains.
Slanted land bends through rural routes
and our flashbulbs break still country.
On the wire, on the air, on the radio
a killer clings with a needle in his arm,
his muscled Texas arm, and our conversation turns
to the sound of our tires, our stories,
the hum of bees in drunken orchards
my father once owned.
We were stowaways and we were young,
and we were lost in our jeans and T-shirts
covered in the scent of cut grass
from farms that let us linger in their fields .
And that fat killer's waterless eye
turns toward the light, a dentist's light,
austere and dry, like the light reflecting
off that graffitied water towerand we drive into Wapakoneta, Ohio.
And the newspaper in its blue headline reports,
John Wayne Gacy is dead in Wapakoneta, Ohio.

You know
ribs spread wide open
a catching pot for
emotion
unfurled and inbred.
You
lay on the table
quiet as a landscape
bitter nightshade
you
deep purple bruised
starry flower with a
vivid gold heart . Your
berries are poisonous
you moist woodland
waste area
thicket
don't pick me
this
is not a day's Journey.
Your canoe table
your kitchen kayak takes
us upstream as they stitch
me into the side of your
heart.
Us
fighting the rapid foam
to find a sandy bed
propagation : seed
side to side tail action and
not one red round ball inside
of you will ever bring you back
belly up and useless .

PELICAN LISTENS TO MAHLER
And the New Yorkers spree
in the horns and traffic of the guardian airpoint,
filled with

Numbers
8

seems like love
two circles
two people
a common middle
the same axis

fishy
animals. In the ananazogorux
cage, he trusses up front: lets fly with a whoop--holds the
kissing witnesses on paumanook:
looks bereaved at the Trinkgeld von der Erde.

8

one past lucky
sorry sad snowman
too tired to fight
a melt happy sun

The roast-toasties beg to differ: Howard Giffered is not a
announcer for the NYQ: he is the
Pelicans'

8
fat little bastard
one zero on another
humping hard and fast
getting nowhere

:refuge and
Poetry

con oisseuer.
·

Pelican thinks of all his sins, delights in the children
scores of wives, and Walter-Mitty-like shakes his great head
OVe:r
a.s a

just

refrigerators, stoves and things he once sold
salesman for Keers
to get where he is now.

Hang On

February
is such a short mon t h,
even every four years .

Suburbia
Malthus blinks at the sky like a watered-eye bird , spasmod i c habit s
pinned to his erect brow, etched in his crows feet . His simple
life, an erratic mien that spits from one point,
then spreads until its plumbing backs up an entire

I need more
than just an extra
twenty-four ho u rs
to hang on ,
he says ,
maybe another week ,
another month ,
another year .

walk. He has shot his whole life in one day, already
half abandoned, and his notes, dreams for the middle

He breaks
and breaks
his cigarette ash
on the rim
of the black bowl .

class, flap into the pudendum
shaped clouds that dry-blink the cylindrical sky .
They flutter up to a scant light trying to be a window . Inside ,
there is a woman living a nun ' s habits .

This is my last ciga r e t te ,
he explains,
and the world becomes seconds .

Sang, frailty left outside her door,
buzzes over The Woman Rebel, her anger, hot

I'll never be with a woman
ever
agai n.
Everything has become just
one day
and such devotion
takes longer than that .

in her little hooves, bangs all over the room .
Her pamphlets have jailed her ; information is
dangerous . If given choices, they may opt for unlit crosswalks ,
fight freedoms that mean nothing to this world .
Above her, in a picture, a tight suited man glances
across the fierce knit of a landscape . He
jabs, with his stir stick, toward mature grain , and the formed c rowd,
tired of joining together, spews their repulsion , bristle agains t

· es

t h e fat man seeping overpopulation . Behind them , tenacious facto r 1
blow their stoic smoke, leaning to one side .

I mean,
God is my God
but my piece
is harder
than the Rock of Gibraltar ,
my cock
could shatter
the Rock of Gibraltar .
I need escape ,
he chokes,
the clock's
long black arms
holding him
still .

Religious Tolerance for the Ignorant:
(a found poem told in the voice of Billy the f akir)

costa mesa jacuzzi
He came like a stroke ;
arthritic,
mal-forming aching ,
(like load, rolling thunder)
crippling the angrier side of myself
The year before every statue of Ganesh, in the holy cities ,
was drinking milk through his trunk ,
I

painted
him into
the
, skin on
my back--------- Red like a fire .

incessant

Now this little girl ,
like thousands of swarming gnats ,
will not leave
me alone .

uLet me feed Ganesh as in the old country ,"
she chatters .
At least she knows somewhat better .
As I stroll shirtless
and drip dry in the humidity
of torrid days
I

Must excercise
corralling patience as she flees
and with the spirit of Shiva ' s voice
r o a r to
mocking children and grown alike
Please !
Stop trying to feed
my back
peanuts .

--5/14-15/99

with my

knees up
I borrowed you
aquamarine kissing
your shaft
spine
curved
di c k
straighter
mouth open neck
ing my caliente eyes
grabbing the sapphire of sky
f i n g e rs c lut c hing
Your ba c k' s b l ac k
fucking
stars
moonlight spying
windows watching
you erupted a swift earthquake
I c limbed your body
move d t h e mountain

Wright State Quad Rant
8 : 30 am. Two hours sleep . Short car ride. Long walk. Had to run the
Jesus gauntlet, five men in suits and smiles with soul tallies in
their heads passing out Gideon ' s junior size Bible calling it God ' s
HOLY WORD but something tells me God never typed that neatly or
talked quite like that. I ' m wearing a stupid hat , torn canvas shoes ,
shorts, a sweatshirt and a caffeine glow . Outside , ROTC captains
order large no fat caffe lattes while the vendor spouts opinions
about politics and relationships . Cafeteria workers laugh , smoke ,
toss cigarette butts into a waterless moat and people stumble towa rd
classes wishing for a little more sleep . Inside my coffee ' s gone , my
hat's off, I need a shave and a haircut , a few hours of exercise , the
automatic doors aren't working , the clock's running ten minu tes s low,
women look at me like I'm too old for them and the benches are
littered with unread Bibles that are open to passages and stories
that are supposed to be the antidote to the disbelief I hold tight lY
inside me.

In Them Burn
Utterly spent, the orphan poppies
are not to be touched.
Drought and a summer
fo otnoted by bull weevils
and funnel clouds siphoned
t heir fleshy blues and ambers,
ruined them as surely
as the clang of a Chinese death gong.
Their future is routed by embers
and cold uncertainties.
Violet clouds layer the sky
and the vegetable moon
is a hopeful, nuptial silver.
It's a story told in installments.
This Fall is full to bursting
with potential, a world
of seeds now given voice
with a silky onslaught of rain.
Soon the earth will turn
inside-out.

What's Through the Doorway
two hands ilowly turn it over
warm flesh caresses cool steel
yesterday, no one was around
when he needed to blow out 16 birthday candles
(and 1 little, 2 little, 3 little boys bled
a smile settles upon her lips
she laughs at a joke
a desk chair smacks the linoleum floor
sticky blood pools around her body
shot nine times when she claimed jesus
(and 4 little, 5 little, 6 little girls bled.
they fought, yelled back & forth
some think possession
a young finger pulls a trigger .
(children passing judgment
instead of licking a sugared-candle)
and instead, America's 1st amendment bursts free,
America's 2nd amendment sprays into falling bodies
(7 little, 8 little, 9 little school kids dead.
10 little American massacres
in blue, white and red . .
if this is the devil at gate
to the new millennium,
then what's past the doorway?

Well, You Needn't

Wobbly passage down a rickety track
even though you always know
you may be the
last to divine a direction. There's
a courage in this, and not a
little grace. Fact is
You and me, we
owe ourselves an
unprotected stance under the sun
Not pushing with the solar plexus,
insisting on our own terms
even when we see them march off the brid ge.
Everywhere we go, this possibility
dogs us: Freedom.
No ego driving the boat, no lover in pain
but a wide circumference
that need not know its name .

cracked zodiac tuesday

from behind dry lips
mum-mum mum mum
hand sculpted syllables
mum-mum mum mum
thin scream like a rabbit
mum-mum mum mum
when a car runs over it
mum-mum mum mum
dreams of a dentist
mum-mum mum mum
a white robed stranger
mum-mum mum mum
maybe i'll tell him
mum-mum mum mum
i think that i'm dying
mum-mum mum mum
imagine he'll console me
mum-mum mum mum
he's paid to care about me
mum-mum mum mum
in my room i practice
mum- mum mum mum
i plan all the phrases
mum-mum mum mum
my face in the mirror
mum-mum mum mum
drawn, pale and hollow
mum-mum mum mum
moans swell outward
mum-mum mum mum
then nothing follows
mum-mum mum mum
thin scream like a rabbit
mum-mum mum mum
when a car runs over it
mum-mum mum mum
from behind dry lips
mum-mum mum mum
groans of an animal
mum-mum mum mum
mum-mum mum mum
mum-mum mum mum

The stars fell out of the sky today.
I was just sitting . ..
the constellations that rule
the tide of emotions
and (s)ways of innuendo
fell crashing,
hot
liquid plasma
scarring the sight of better judgement ,
came too close to earth
came too close to home.
The stars fell out of the sky today.
I was just sitting . ..
. . . the constellations that rule
the tides of emotion
and (s)ways of innuendo
fell crashing,
hot liquid plasma
scarring,
scarring,
scarring,
as I complain that I feel down,
far from 59h Street bridge . . .
Not groovy ... moody
And John Doe one-ups me:
"Heroin!
killed my friend today,
came from outer space
to be swaddled in a blanket.
Junkies, new baby jesus,
crept up@ 12:30 AM Tuesday's dawn,
hid in his rig and banged his heart,
broke the gong's song and sent
his essence floating into outer space ;
liquid plasma cooled
star-crossed= right-side up in
an upside down situation .
The stars fell out of the sky today.
5/26/99 1:14AM (in regard to 5/25/99)
5/29/99 2:18AM
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this 1S the evening news
I

I

rat a tat
good evening
tat
tat
tat tat
tat
tat
tat tat
tat
tat
tat tat
good evening
rat a tat
good evening
rat a tat
good evening
rat a tat tat
this is the evening news
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
good evening
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
this is the evening news
rat a tat
seven
no
eleven
no
fifteen alleged dead
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
good evening
good evening
good evening
good
this is the
this is the
evening news
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
15 confirmed dead tonight
good evening

rat
rat
rat
rat
rat
rat
rat
rat
rat

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

rat a tat tat
good evening
good evening
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
15 students and teachers perish
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
today in a
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
15 students and teachers perish today in
rat a tat
in a
rat a tat
bloody
rat a tat tat
15 students and teachers perish today in a
bloody
good evening
good evening
massacre
good evening
good
this is your evening
this is your evening news
good
two students opened fire today
evening
in a middle class
good
in a
in
middle class
evening
in a middle class neighborhood
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat

good evening
2 students opened fire today
middle class school
good evening
opened fire today
good evening
killing 12 students and one teacher
middle class
in a middle class
neighborhood
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
good
rat a tat
good evening
rat a tat
two students opened fire today before
rat a tat tat
before
rat a tat tat
before turning their guns on themselves
15 confirmed dead
15
15 confirmed dead today
good evening
this is your evening news
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
good evening
tonight's top story
could this happen again
good evening
could this happen again
tonight's top story
good evening
how could this happen again
tonight's top story
good evening
15 confirmed dead
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
could this happen again
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat

2 students opened fire today
blood bath
blood bath
blood bath
massacre
police and rescue workers rushed to the scene
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
good evening
rat a tat
good evening
rat a tat
good evening
good
a blood bath today in small town suburbia
12 students dead
one teacher slain
two killers dressed in black open fire
15 confirmed dead
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
rat a tat
could this happen again
rat a tat
how could this happen again
rat a tat tat
rat a tat
could this happen again
rat a tat
could this happen again
rat a tat
how could this happen again
rat a tat tat
rat a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
ra a tat
rat a tat
rat a tat tat
good evening
rat a tat
good evening
rat a tat

how could this happen
rat a tat tat
good evening
tat a rat
good evening
tat a rat
15 confirmed dead
tat a rat rat
how could this happen
rat a tat
how
rat a tat
good evening
tat a rat rat
this is your
rat a tat
rat a tat
tat a rat rat
this is your evening news
rat a tat
rat a tat
tat a rat rat
this is your evening news

~

Meg Fink

etween her lips. Beads of sweat gathered on the fine dark hairs above
her lip as she watched the commotion across the way. The police were
still inside her neighbor's house as a small crowd of kids gathered on
the front lawn. This was the biggest thing to hit the small town for at
least fifty years and everyone wanted in on the action. Even the old
lady next door had come over to share a few theories with Meg on the
disappearance of the girl. She'd had difficulty not laughing at the old
bag as she rambled on about pedophiles and rapists taking over the world
Meg let the stained curtains drop across the window as she stepped
away and began to make the short trek to the back room. It was time to
check on her guest.
A small rapping on the kitchen door caused Meg to stop in her
tracks and change course. She dropped her cigarette and turned her heavy
body toward the kitchen. She was forced to pause and take a breath
before continuing. There was another knock on the door, this time more
persistent.
"I'll be there in a damn minute!" she shouted, while muttering
between pants, "you impatient little punk."
She had to use the back of the couch to steady herself as she made
her way to the kitchen, pausing once more to catch her breath before
entering the room. Once in the kitchen she could depend on the chairs
and table for balance as she waddled to the back door.
Meg was disappointed to see Kirby Winters was back from his
two-week vacation. •He stood, ever-cheerfully, on her back steps carrying
the bag of groceries.
"Hello, Miss Fink. Did you miss me?" His smile was friendly enough,
but she knew the familiar look in his taunting eyes as he scanned over
her immense frame before scrutinizing the greasy kitchen behind her Meg
pulled the door closer behind her in attempt to shield her humble abode
from the punk's prying eyes.
"Didn't even notice you were gone, Kirby" She made no effort to
take on the mock sincerity that dripped in Kirby's adolescent voice.
"Aww, well, I sure missed you, Miss Fink. Always say you're the best
cu st omer the Piggly Wiggly has.• Meg was sure there was a poorly hidden
insult in that comment, but chose not to battle with the little shit
today. She was in no mood.
"How much do I owe you, Kirb?" She plucked her battered coin purse
from the counter and began to pull out the soiled dollars.
"It was a light shop today Miss Fink, only $38.50. And we included
a larger Crisco this time, seeing how you managed to go through that la st
~ne so quick. You know, my mother never cooks with that stuff. She says
it's to 0 f tt ·
you
a ening. She says you can replace it with apple sauce when
bake to reduce the fat content. She has all kinds of cooking tips if
you're ever interested, Miss Fink. I'm sure she'd love talk to you."
_"I bet she would,• Meg grumbled while handing Kirby two crumpled
twent~es. "Keep the change, dear," she muttered with false sweetnesS,
shutting the door on his disappointed scowl.
d'
S~e turned a nd set the bag on the counter, pushing aside several
i~~Y dishes to make room. Pulling out the contents of the bag, she
smi ed thinking what the dopes down at the Piggly Wiggly must have been

thinking when she requested another tub of Crisco. They probably thought
she sat around eating it with a spoon, or something. Well, if they did,
they weren't too far off.
Meg pulled out the new pack of generic cigarettes and sighed deeply
before smacking it on the counter a few times to get them properly packed.
She didn't know why she bothered anymore; if you don't smoke them, it
doesn't matter if they're well packed. She supposed it was all part of her
habit. Her habit. That's what the doctor had called it when he told her
they were going to remove part of her left lung. Meg had been scarred
shitless when he'd told her that. She never believed she'd live through
the operation, let alone still be breathing a whole six months later. But
here she was, living proof that you could survive with one and a half
lungs, AND stop smoking after thirty years. She still bought them, of
course ... the cigarettes. But she never lit them. She'd just sit around
inhaling the sweet taste of tobacco, rolling it between her fingers or
lips before soaking the filter and starting on a new one. It'd been hard
at first, real hard, not lighting them. But she'd shed her house of all
lighters and matches and convinced herself the flavor wasn't the same if
she lit it from the gas burner. Meg hadn't had a real smoke for four
months. Six if you asked her doctor, who had been lead to believe she had
stopped smoking immediately after her operation. But, hell, a person can't
stop just like that after doing it for over half her life. And if the
doctor thought differently, then he was an idiot.
She reached the bottom of the bag and felt a small, plastic cylinder
resting there. Frowning, she pulled out a new Bic lighter.
"Damn them bastards at Piggly Wiggly, they better not have charged me
for this. They're takin' it back. I don't pay for things I don't order."
She slammed the lighter on the counter and picked up the tub of butter
flavored Crisco. Opening a small drawer, she pulled out a stained
soupspoon and began making her way out of the kitchen. Puffing, she passed
through the living room, into the hall, and reached a closed wooden door.
On the door was a small, hand-painted sign saying: "Do Not Enter. Wood in
floor is rotten." It was a lie, of course, the room was in as good
condition as the rest of the house, she'd just put the sign up for
appearances. There wasn't anyone really around who would see the sign, but
she thought it was a good idea ... just in case.
.
She paused before opening it, resting on the _door~rarne, trying to
slow her breathing to normal. She didn't remember it being so hard_to walk
from one en d o f t h e h ouse t o the other before · Meg sighed and
. realized she
Was probably just getting old, ignoring the fact that her five hundred
Pound body would be difficult for a person of any age to lug around.
There was silence on the other side of the door and Meg was almost
afraid to break it and enter the dark room. She had had to cover all the
Windows wi h heavy blankets and they served to block out almost all the
sun. Meg didn't mind the dark so much, but she ~ssurned her gu~st could do
Without it. She was probably sitting in there right now fretting over the
fading of her tan. Meg pushed open the door.
.
d h
and
Meg
realized
she
woul
ave
I was beginning to smell worse, now,
.
kt
to take some bleach to the floors pretty soon. She emptied thhe buc et d'd
tw·
k
pains to see that er was e i
lee daily, but the girl probably too no
d h d'd it deliberately
not spill onto the floor. Sometimes Meg suspecte s e i
. t
ad
.
·
d
r
to
beat
some
manners
in
o
n would smack the girl a few times in ore
her. It didn't appear to be working.

Meg wondered why the girl was as popular as she was. She wasn't
much of a conversationalist and had little to no personality. But, it
doesn't really matter when you look like that. If you were beautiful, you
didn't have to have personality ... or intelligence. That made Meg sick.
She'd worked hard to get everything she had. Nothing had ever been handed
to Meg Fink, and almost nothing came easy to her. Except for eating, and
she had done that a lot. Meg believed it was partially her mother's
fault. Mrs. Fink had always forced Meg to eat everything on her plate,
piling it full with fatty meats and potatoes, or beans cooked with ham.
After eating like that for eighteen years, it was hard to break the
habit. There it was again: habit. Meg was full of those.
"Enough daydreaming," she thought to herself as she made her way to
the slumped form on the floor. "Weigh-in time," she shouted, nudging the
girl with her foot.
The girl raised her head and glared at meg before standing and
going over to the small, white scale in the comer. The girl's chain
scrapped the floor as she walked. Meg followed her to the scale and
peeked around her shoulder to see the numbers.
"One fifteen. Well, dear, that's not enough. You have quite a few
pounds to go yet. eg shoved the girl off the scale and motioned her
toward a fl i msy wooden chair against t h e wall . "You know, if I di dn't
know better, I ' d th'nk you were throwing your food up . The girl
responded with a.other hearty glare, before noticing the tub of Crisco.
Her face went soft as her eyes began to well with tears. "Aww, honey,
don't cry. I got yo but er flavored this time. It'll taste better."
"Oh, please iss Fink" the girl's voice was barely above a whisper
"That makes me so s.:.ck. I'll eat anything else you like. I'll even eat
th e butter, if yo want. I just can't eat that." Her tears were pouring
heavily from her eyes now.
"I'm sorry, dear. Crisco it's gotta be." Meg pulled off the lid a nd
scooped out a large spoonful of the thick, greasy substance. "Eat up,
dear."
.
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"You go t a rotten fl oor in here?" his deep voice called
from around the corner.
"Yeah," Meg shouted, a little too loudly. She noted
.
resp~nse ~nd told herself to calm down and speak normally t~'eHav;lume_ in her
t
a nd it ruined some of the floorboards · r got th e pipe
·
f'ixed,
·
but a hapipe 'tburS
ar~und to replacing the floor." She turned and looked at Sim son
ven _ got
smile onto her round face. "I only have so much money these~
' forcing a
on permanent disability."
ays now that I'm
"I understand that, Meg. Couldn't we all use a little
d
and th ? " s ·
·
more ough now
en.
impson lifted his mug and took another sip of the b'tt
'.
.
before looking up as his partner re-entered the room.
i er liquid
.
"Out of curiosity, Miss Fink, why did you feel the need to ut
sign? It seems to me that any visitor who might enter that room :oul:Pbya
P~e-warned by you before doing so." O'Brien stood with his arms f ld d
tightly across h.is chest, an arrogant look on his young face .
o e
"Let it go, O'Brien." Simpson growled. "Ol' Meg, here,
couldn't hurt a fly."
"It's OK, Norman. That's a fair question," she turned to face her
:~~use~, "I am not the healthi es t of women, o ff i cer. Had a half a lung re
h e d Just about a year a go. In the event that I keel over dead and someone
bas t o come here to clean up my mess I wouldn ' t want them breaking an ankle
fe cause of some busted floorboards." Meg's smile turned tight as she waited
·
a or O' Brien' s response. A great wave o f relief
swept across her as his face
PPeared to sof en.
"Well, I guess that makes
sense."
"M eg, I'm sorry we bothered you. We'll be getting out of your hair now
Si
mpson
sto O d , sooting
h
·
·
O'Brien
a stern look. He set down the coffee mug and·
Pl. k
c
ed
u
h.
"Y
P is cap. "It was good seeing you again. "
he:~ 00 , _orm. I sure hope you find that little girl. Let me know if you
gooa-~nything." Meg had made no attempt to stand as the men said their
Yes and made their way out.
with how as she sat recovering from her near discovery she became pleased
fri
erself and her successful deception. As she had chatted with her old
aiie nd she had no mentioned that she had noticed the girl walking down the
thaey behind her house on the day she disappeared. Meg did not tell Simpson
shelf she had asked he girl to come in and retrieve an item from the top
kno k she could no longer reach. She had also omitted the fact that she had
. 1 on the head with a rubber mallet and dragged her into the
backc ed h e gir
that room which she had nicely prepared for the girl's visit. Meg did not say
Of i she had the girl chained in a room with the small sign that had troubled
appacer O'Brien. So hey had left convinced by her friendly replies and
'
· no way, suspecte d the
0bes rent d e P cone rn over the girl's
welfare . They, in
Meg_e woman was cap ble of such violence or cruelty. They had underestimated
aPPealing,
Suda nlyg
"Wha
boys

h

·
h a in
· h a 1·ing t h e uni
1·t cigare
·
tte was no longer
a 1·izing
picked up the Bic and slowly examined it.

h 11," shes a ed, "I'll have a smoke on the
p· gly Wiggly."
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The City of Atlantis in the Mind

8/98

Everyday feels like an eternity
Just waiting to ....
Touch
See
Taste

You,
You
sit there scared
and tell me i am weird,
because i am weak
and you are seeing it
again. Feeling it, Hearing it
all over again.
The first time in a long time
I am weak.
human even.
But you know this isn't me,
and we are both scared
Because I,
I am weird.

AND

Undecided we part
i am no further ahead
or behind.
Just more sure of
how passionately
i am bewildered by
everythi g about you.

r

Oh to god hear
just
Hear
Hear the words that will silence this
Tortured, cold Heart
I built an Empire you know
It was washed away
Like sand on a beach
I tried to build it back but you would not let me
Laying my tired body down on some broken glass
I watched my blood
Flowing
Then vanishing into the water
Funny
I remember seeing a crow
The funny thing was not that it was flying by the beach
But it killed a dove
And I watched it
Float out to sea
I start to close my eyes as a man
Yes a man
He walked by me wearing a mask
A unusual one at least
He gave it to me
Said that I needed it more than him and walked away
It was one of those sad face masks
I think I saw it in the theater once
Put i't on and laid their only to feel the sand starting
.
to cover my f e e t
Darkness
It is cold now and r can feel the leaves starting to fall
I know I too will soon sink
Just like my Empire of sand
I built ...
For you

SHE LOVES SLUGS ...
(for Caroline Su)
create a
mandala
throughout eternity
to excercise temperance
of form in a cyclicle
existence
I chant
OM! MANI PADME HUM
to show that I understand
& am devoted & learning
caroline asks
about
reincarnation
& I think
of Allen
(he's rain now &
nutrients for
Sunflowers
& roaring out in stupa)
& I
can feel
his
v'brations
she is Tara
of compassion
& asks
for iberation
(of slugs)

&

G E, GATE! PARAGATE,
P RAS GATE, BODHI!
SV HA!
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"this doesn't happen in a place called America"
bzzzt
bzzzzzt

bzzzzzzzt
shrouds of cavernous shadows came
clicking minute
across creased
canvases

minute cluttered by

cleansed and

buzzing

clouds spinning around
fan belts and
khaki-flak-pant minute
legs leading
to and leading from flashing floodlights
flickering life fiddles from firesticks
lit
minute
from a
rider truck deposited
near a federal trust of
family fractions
minute
and
skirmished to scatter and sprinkle
static electrodes
minute
towards
screaming
light and sound

crackle
crackle
craoklecrackle

crrr

crack
era

crackle
era

bzzzt

bzzzzzt
bzzzzzzzzzzzzt

bzt

bzzzzzzt
shrouds of cavernous shadows came

clinking across creased canvasses
cleansed and cluttered by buzzing
clouds spinning around fan belts and
khaki flak pant legs leading to and
leading from flashing floodlights
flickering like fiddles from firesticks
lit from a rider truck deposited near
a federal trust of family fractions and
skirmished to scatter and sprinkle static
electrodes screaming towards light and
sound
crackle
crackle

er
crack
crackle crackle er
crack

er
crack

"this doesn't happen in a place called america"
quote by pr••ident clinton
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We,
the staff of Nexus would like to thank our
readers for the support this year. We have
attempted to make Nexus, a magazine less
attached with noteriety and pretension.
Over the years it became that. Your name ·
shouldn't open the doors of publishing, your
writing and art should. We attempted to be
more in touch with writers who are
unpublished, whose work, we believe,
still need to be seen and heard.

Thank You!

Please help us in welcoming next year's
editor, Tom Poole.

